Resolution 10-09-F

A resolution to put a microwave in the KUC.

WHEREAS: Before the KUC dining area was remodeled, a microwave was available for students to use.

WHEREAS: The BAS has a microwave available for students to use.

WHEREAS: The students enjoyed having a microwave available to them.

WHEREAS: Students do bring food on campus that requires the use of a microwave and having a microwave would be very convenient for them.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 72nd CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MTSU THAT:

Section 1: A microwave will be added to the KUC dining area and placed in a convenient location where students can access it.

Section 2: The location will be up to the discretion of the SGA President and the Assistant Director of Student Programming.

Sponsored by: Senator Batts
Senator Johnson
Senator Thomas

12/3/09

Resolution passed

49 in favor, 1 abstain